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On the morning of February 3, 1983, the Americus and Altair, two state-of-the-art crabbing vessels,
idled at the dock in their home port of Anacortes, Washington. On deck, the fourteen
crewmen--fathers, sons, brothers and friends who'd known one another all their lives--prepared for
the ten-day trip to Dutch Harbor, Alaska. From this rough-and-tumble seaport the men would begin
a grueling three-month season in one of the nation's most profitable and deadliest
occupations--fishing for crab in the notorious Bering Sea. Standing on the Anacortes dock that
morning, the families and friends of the crew knew that in the wake of the previous year's
multimillion-dollar losses, the pressure for this voyage was unusually intense.Eleven days later, on
Valentine's Day, the overturned hull of the Americus was found drifting in calm seas only twenty-five
miles from Dutch Harbor, without a single distress call or trace of its seven-man crew. The Altair, its
sister ship, had disappeared altogether; in the desperate search that followed, no evidence of the
vessel or its crew would ever be found. The nature of the disaster--fourteen men and two
vessels,apparently lost within hours of each other--made it the worst on record in the history of U.S.
commercial fishing.Delving into the mysterious tragedy of the Americus and Altair, acclaimed
journalist Patrick Dillon vivifies the eighty-knot winds, subzero temperatures, and mountainous
waves commercial fishermen fight daily to make their living, and illustrates the incredible rise of the
Pacific Northwest's ocean frontier: from a father-and-son business to a dangerously competitive
multibillion-dollar high-tech industry with one of the highest death rates in the nation. Here Dillon
explores the lives the disaster left behind in Anacortes: the ambitious young entrepreneur who
raised the top-notch fleet in a few short years, the guilt-ridden captains of the surviving sister boats,
and the grief-numbed families of the crew. Tracing the two-year investigation launched by the Coast
Guard and National Transportation Safety Board, he brings to life a heated cast of opponents:
ingenious scientists, defensive marine architects, blue-chip lawyers and wrangling politicians, all
struggling to come to terms with the puzzling death of fourteen men at sea. And finally, in his
evocation of one mother's crusade to pass the safety legislation that might save lives, Dillon creates
a moving portrait of courage and love.
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This book is inevitably bound to be missed in all the hoopla attending the release of the film version
of Sebastian Junger's "The Perfect Storm." That's a true shame, because Dillon's account of the
dangers of commercial fishing in the Bering Sea is not only poignant, but an incisive look into how
the loss of human life can bring about public policy changes that will save other lives in the future.If
you read the Junger book, you'll like this one, too. Dillon doesn't quite have the flair for
characterization or drama that Junger wields, but he does manager to convey the horrors of a
sudden capsizing in the frigid sea, a common event which few fishermen survive. The story focuses
on the trawlers Americus and Altair, which disappeared in February, 1983, less than 25 miles off the
coast of Unalaska Island in a heavily-traveled sea lane. The ships disappeared in relatively calm
water. The capsized hull of Americus was spotted a few days later, but sank in 4,200 feet of water
before divers could enter the hull and search for survivors or bodies. Altair was never found, save
for some small bits of debris. Fourteen men, most of them under the age of 25, died in the
sinkings.Dillon covers the disaster's awful impact on the dead men's survivors, then moves on to a
careful account of the Coast Guard investigation into the disaster. He fairly gives us hints in the
narrative leading up to the sinkings that should tip even the most non-mechanically inclined reader
to what probably caused the ships' losses.
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